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addressed, and aneurysm, subarachnoid
haemorrhage and arteriovenous malforma-
tions are not discussed except as they are
relevent to bypass surgery. There is a hint
towards the end of the book, however, that
a second volume dealing with these aspects
may be forthcoming. It provides an excellent
account of carotid endarterectomy for the
vascular surgeon, and this is one of its
greatest strengths.
The book represents the accumulated

wisdom and experience of Dr Sundt who
draws upon enormous personal series of
endarterectomy, proximal vascular recon-
structions, bypass procedures and intra-
cranial small vessel reconstructions.
Indications, surgical techniques, analysis of
results and controversies are presented for
each procedure.

Although published in 1987, there is no
reference to the results of the International
Co-operative Trial on EC/IC Bypass
Surgery. This is surprising as Dr Sundt has
published criticisms of the Trial' and this
book would have been enhanced by omitting
much of the detail on the STA/MCA Bypass,
and including an account of the Inter-
national Trial, together with a chapter on
the role and relevance of clinical trials in
evaluating cerebrovascular disease and its
treatment. Randomised clinical trials consti-
tute the major yardstick by which medical
and surgical therapy for cerebral ischaemia
will be judged in the future, and the current
multi-centre trial of carotid endarterectomy
for symptomatic carotid artery stenosis will
profoundly influence the standing of this
operative procedure in the future.
The first section of the book dealing with

cerebral metabolism is surprisingly scanty
considering the excellent publications on
cerebral ischaemia which have emanated
from the Mayo Clinic. Autoregulation of the
cerebral vasculature and the circumstances
of its disturbance are only briefly covered,
yet in subsequent parts of the book both Dr
Michenfelder and Dr Sundt rightly empha-
sise the important role of monitoring
cerebral blood flow and cerebral function
during carotid surgery. There is relatively
little on the rationale behind brain pro-
tection with barbiturates, although this is
advocated.

Unfortunately, Dr Sundt does not fully
address the issue of haemodynamic versus
embolic causation of transient ischaemic
attacks although he appears to favour a syn-
gery of both mechanisms, implying that
reduced blood flow predisposes to emboli. A
chapter on rheological causes of transient
ischaemic attacks and stroke would have
enhanced the value of the book as a source
of reference.2
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Motor Areas of the Cerebral Cortex. CIBA
Foundation Symposium 132. (Pp 322;
£28-95.) Chichester: John Wiley & Sons Ltd,
1987.

studies, after Specialists with particular research interests
high dose con- in the neurophysiology and neuropathology
shown, how- of the motor cortex and of movement con-

he dangers of trol will find this Ciba Foundation Sym-
Iritish neuro- posium a gold mine of up to date
not advocate information and ideas. It comprises a series
major cerebral of papers given by different authors inter-
ffects of large spersed by free discussion. With Professor R
3 Porter as chairman and the first paper by
yd account of Professor CG Phillips, the Symposium has a
Af extracranial start which builds very much upon the excel-
fibromuscular lent monograph Corticospinal neurones:
rn or excision their role in movement, written by these
Ld extracranial authors some 10 years ago. Much of the
lant loops, for experimental work carried out in the inter-
d anastomosis vening period is referred to in the papers of
.d. the Symposium. The topics covered include
cephalic and the anatomy and physiology of afferent and
ebral stenoses efferent pathways to and from sensorimotor
nd those on cortex, the functional organisation of the
embolectomy, different motor areas, metabolic mapping of
asty are fasci- the cortex and two chapters on patho-
be regarded as physiology. If any criticism of content were
Mayo Clinic made, it would be the lack of discussion of
ures are large, the development of the cortex and motor
gant testimony control and ofthe pharmacology of synaptic
)st no limit to mechanisms, though it might be argued that
%r, these are these are sufficient in their own right as
and these pro- themes for symposia.
y multi-centre Although the papers are informative and
versus surgical present "state of the art" accounts, it is the

discussion sessions, which, in the tradition of
gdoes not per- Ciba Symposia, provide the kind of illu-
ost interesting minating and off the record comments that
the use of vein seldom reach journals. Examples include'
of the anterior facilitation of corticospinal activity (fol-
and on intra- lowing CG Phillips' paper), single neuron
struction and discharge in the motor cortex in relation to

muscle activation (following E Fetz' paper),
MRR BULLOCK level and site of lesions in relation to

impairment ofmotor function (following HJ
Freund's paper) and loss of motor pro-
gramming after lesions in the basal ganglia

ktional Random- (following CD Marsden's paper).
,racranial bypass This is a book for experts. It is rich in
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In this second edition Sir John '
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CHRISTOPHER KENNARD

Magnetic Resonance Imaging: Basic Prin-
ciples 2nd ed. By Stuart W Young. (Pp 298;
$49.00.) New York: Raven Press, 1987.

symposium The speed with which magnetic resonance

imaging is advancing is astonishing even by
JSG MILLER the standards of modem medicine. It is

therefore quite hard enough for those
involved with it to keep pace with the tech-
nology; it is almost impossible for those with
limited exposure to be able to keep abreast.

ence 2nd ed. The books covering the basic principles stop
2; £12-95.) at the conventional imaging, making only

brief reference to "future" possibilities such
as MR angiography, fast sequences and

Walton has volume imaging etc. That these are rapidly
much of the reaching the stage ofclinical evaluation must
ed some six necessitate an understanding of the
to clinical principles underlying these techniques. A
nprehensive book which covers both the basics as well as
id essential explaining the principles of these more
an of any advanced imaging techniques is therefore to
iology, and be welcomed. Dr Young writes in a very
tions on the readable manner and without going into
eurological detailed physics covers the subject very
te a partic- comprehensively.

The first four chapters are concerned with
t references the basic principles and discuss in some
and appear detail the main imaging techniques offiltered
r. The book back projection and two and three dimen-
of various sional fourier transformation.
ilthough it Chapter 6, which accounts for over one
t the indi- third of the book, is concerned with non
ir encepha- neurological as well as the neurological
ntended for applications and includes a useful section on
students in some of the commoner artefacts encoun-
ose who do tered. The relatively short text is extensively
MRI scan- illustrated with examples demonstrating
)rovided. less straightforward pathology which is
hing of the adequately explained in the captions.
osed to be Interestingly, however, the numbering of
al medicine, some of the captions is missing, presumably
xemplar of an oversight due to the desire to have such an
where this up to date book in print as quickly as

duced, the possible.
nicians in A chapter on the role of imaging and in
t the "basic particular MRI in the changing economic
respectively climate follows. This is more applicable to
-overed for American readers but will also be of interest
to medical on this side of the Atlantic. Further chapters
nts in their deal briefly with the. planning of a new

an "Intro- scanner and the possible role of
;e with the spectroscopy and the book concludes with a

students' useful glossary of terminology and a rather
the urgent limited review of normal anatomy, many of

Book reviews
the scans being rather too small to be useful.

This book, however, has a rather different
slant from the usual book on basic principles
and so will be a useful addition to the text
books currently available. It is highly recom-
mended.

DPE KINGSLEY

Clinical Neuroimmunology. Edited by JA
Aarli, WMH Behan, PO Behan. (Pp 531;
£60.00.) Oxford: Blackwell Scientific, 1987.

Those who use immunological techniques or
theory to understand order and disorder in
the nervous system may be sceptical about
the need for 531 more pages on neuro-
immunology. Clinical investigators are now
in a position to benefit from the application
of increasingly clever and versatile labora-
tory techniques, to the extent that strictly
immunological biochemical or physiological
approaches to understanding disease are
giving way to multidisciplinary disease ori-
entated research. Several monographs on
neuroimmunology already exist covering the
familiar topics of animal models, multiple
sclerosis, myasthenia gravis, diagnostic tests
and treatment; in these previous accounts,
and the present book, there is plenty of
information, no shortage of hypothesis, but
rather less established fact. However, this
addition to the neuroimmunological canon
(containing European, American, Japanese
and Australian contributions) is the best
account available outside the primary litera-
ture; inevitably, it will be out ofdate more or
less before the ink has dried.
The tone is set by the imaginative and at

times provocative, overview. The remaining
four chapters on general neuroimmunology,
rehearse the now familiar gamma interferon
induced class 2 antigen expression theory of
autoimmunity, followed by a purely descrip-
tive account of HLA and disease, a cata-
logue of monoclonal antibodies that can be
used to explore structure and function in the
nervous system, and finally a comprehensive
account of the function and distribution of
complement receptors. Subsequent accounts
of immune response to infection could use-
fully have appeared here.
The section on animal models deals in

three chapters with autoimmune and viral
models of demyelination; in both, clear dis-
tinctions are made between events which
damage the blood brain barrier, those which
cause inflammation and those which
underlie mechanisms of myelin injury. The
position reached in the study of some immu-
nological disorders of the nervous system is
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